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Abstract—In previous work, researchers have repeatedly
demonstrated that robots’ use of deictic gestures enables effective
and natural human-robot interaction. However, new technologies such as augmented reality head mounted displays enable
environments in which mixed-reality becomes possible, and in
such environments, physical gestures become but one category
among many different types of mixed reality deictic gestures.
In this paper, we present the first experimental exploration of
the effectiveness of mixed reality deictic gestures beyond physical
gestures. Specifically, we investigate human perception of videos
simulating the display of allocentric gestures, in which robots
circle their targets in users’ fields of view. Our results suggest
that this is an effective communication strategy, both in terms
of objective accuracy and subjective perception, especially when
paired with complex natural language references.
Index Terms—Mixed Reality, Augmented Reality, Deixis, Natural Language Generation, Human-Robot Interaction

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots are already being deployed in factories, hospitals,
and search-and-rescue operations. In these domains, there is
increasing need for robots that are not just taskable, but truly
collaborative. Crucially, these robots need to communicate
with their human users and teammates in a way that is effective
and natural, while minimizing the need for special training.
Accordingly, researchers have investigated the use of natural
language as well as the other communicative behaviors that
humans naturally and effortlessly use to facilitate effective
human-human communication. For example, humans often use
gesture to improve the fluency of their speech, communicate
abstract concepts, and help them refer to objects, locations,
and people in their environment. Perhaps the most important
form of gesture in task-based contexts is deictic gesture (e.g.,
pointing), which humans use to draw their interlocutors’ attention to different parts of their shared environment, typically to
allow them to more readily make natural language reference
to nearby objects, people, and locations.
Implementing effective deictic gesture in robots (to reap
the same benefits seen in human-human interaction) has
many challenges. First, deictic gesture can take a wide variety of forms beyond pointing, including presenting, exhibiting, touching, grouping, and sweeping [28]. Accordingly,
researchers have needed to determine not only how robots
This work was supported by NSF CNS-1823245.

might physically generate these different types of gestures, but
also have needed to investigate the different tradeoffs made by
these gesture types in both their effectiveness and how they
are perceived, and the effect of context on those tradeoffs [75].
These research challenges are made all the more challenging
by the dramatic differences that can be observed in robot morphology. Consider, for example, an autonomous, collaborative,
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) working in an alpine search
and rescue environment. Such a robot may have many reasons
to refer to entities in its shared environment, such as reporting
the location of disaster victims, or as part of collaborative
dialogue about the search through the complex terrain of the
disaster zone [96], [97]. However, traditional deictic gesture
may not be possible for such a robot, as mounting an arm
on such a UAV may not be feasible, and moreover, it may
not be effective, due to the scale of the environment and
the frequent distance of the UAV from its teammates. For
such robots, it is thus critical to investigate whether new
communication modalities may enable behaviors that achieve
the same functionality as traditional deictic gestures, while
respecting these morphological constraints.
We believe that one promising path towards enabling these
alternative forms of gesture may be found by leveraging recent
Augmented and Mixed Reality technologies [11]1 , which
allow spatially-grounded visualizations to be rendered over a
user’s view of their physical environment, typically by way
of a Head-Mounted Display (HMD). As a simple example,
consider again the case of a UAV communicating with human
teammates about the location of a disaster victim. Purely using
natural language, a UAV might use an utterance such as “There
is an injured person behind the fourth tree to the right of the
tall blue pylon.” Such an utterance is complex, verbose, may
require significant spatial reasoning capabilities to produce
and may require sustained attention to interpret. In contrast, if
the UAV’s teammate were wearing an HMD, the UAV might
instead be able to simply draw a circle around the relevant
tree and state "There is an injured person behind that tree".
1 Mixed Reality (MR) refers to any portion of the Reality-Virtuality Continuum containing both real and virtual objects: from Augmented Reality (AR),
where virtual objects are displayed in the real world, to Augmented Virtuality
(AV), where real objects are displayed in the virtual world [57]. However, AR
and MR are often used interchangeably, and are as well in this paper.

This type of Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture would leverage
the UAV’s ability to manipulate its teammate’s Mixed Reality
Environment to achieve the same communicative goals as a
physical gesture would have.
In recent work, we presented the first conceptual framework
for categorizing the different types of Mixed Reality Deictic
Gestures that may be used in Mixed Reality Human-Robot
Interaction, as well as the dimensions along which such categories of gestures are expected to differ [91], [95]. However,
to date there has been no systematic empirical examination
of the effectiveness and perception of such gestures, in the
way that there has been for robots’ use of physical deictic
gestures [75]. In this paper, we present the first empirical
experiment designed to achieve this goal.
In Section II, we provide a brief survey of previous work
exploring human and robot use of deictic gesture, as well
as of recent work at the intersection of Augmented and
Mixed Reality and HRI, including the limited set of work
previously exploring Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture for HRI.
In Section III, we then describe the design of a human subject
experiment designed to provide a preliminary investigation
of the effectiveness and human perception of Mixed Reality
Deictic Gesture, in which we assess human perceptions of
videos simulating the display of such gesture; a study designed
to serve as a bridge towards future studies with real AR
hardware. We the present the results of that experiment in
Section IV. Finally, in Section V we discuss the implications
of our experiment and suggest possible design guidelines for
robot designers before concluding in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Human Deictic Gesture
Deixis is one of the most crucial pieces of human-human
communications [52], [61], as well as one of the oldest, both
anthropologically and developmentally. Unlike many other
aspects of human communication, there are clear analogues
of deictic gesture in the animal kingdom (e.g., the signaling
capabilities of animals in the presence of predators) [54], [64].
However, deixis itself appears to be uniquely human: even
our closest relatives, primates, are unable to point [50], [84]
(beyond apes in captivity reaching out for food desired from
humans [51] or locations desired access to from humans [76],
see also [41], [44]), despite being able to use other kinds of
gestures to a limited extent [67]. This divergence in capability
may exist in part because deixis requires relatively sophisticated capabilities involving modeling of attentional states and
theory of mind [13], [25], [63]. Not only does reasoning about
the feasibility and effectiveness of deictic gesture require about
perspective taking, but more fundamentally, deictic gesture
serves to direct an interlocutor’s attention from where it is to
where it should be; recognizing that an interlocutor’s attention
is not where you desire it to be is a complex capability indeed.
In contrast, humans point while speaking even from infancy,
with deictic gesture beginning around 9-12 months [8], and
general deictic reference mastered around age 4 [20]. Deictic
gestures have been shown to be a powerful technique for

language learners, as they allow speakers to communicate their
intended referents before being able to do so in language, in
the same way that other types of gestures help speakers to
communicate their intended sense or meaning when they otherwise lack the words to do so. Indeed, developmental changes in
deictic gestural capabilities in humans has been demonstrated
to be a strong predictor of changes in language development [47]. In addition, long past infancy, humans continue
to rely on deictic gesture as a core communicative capability,
as its attention-direction presents an efficient and workloadreducing referential strategy in complex environments, far
beyond that of purely verbal reference [24], [33], [34], [36],
[48], and as deictic gesture allows for communication in environments in which verbal communication would be difficult
or impossible, such as in noisy factory environments [38].
Accordingly, it is no surprise that Human-Robot Interaction
researchers have sought to enable this effective and natural
communication strategy in robots.
B. Robot Deictic Gesture
Within the human-robot interaction literature, there has been
widespread evidence for the effectiveness of robots’ use of
physical deictic gesture2 . Specifically, studies have shown that
robots’ use of deictic gesture is effective at shifting attention
in the same way as is humans’ use of deictic gesture [14], and
that robots’ use of deictic gesture improves both subsequent
human recall and human-robot rapport [12]. This effectiveness
has been demonstrated across different contextual scales as
well, including gestures to nearby objects on a tabletop [74],
gestures to larger regions of space between the robot and its
interlocutor [19], and gesture to large-scale spatial locations
during direction-giving [62]. Furthermore, this effectiveness
has shown to be especially true when gestures are generated
in socially appropriate ways [53]. Research has also shown
that robots’ use of deictic gesture is especially effective
when paired with deictic gaze, in which a robot (actually or
ostensibly) shifts its gaze towards its intended referent [1],
[2], [19], and that this is especially effective when gaze and
gesture are appropriately coordinated [72]. Also of interest is
a recent survey from Cha et al., in which deictic gaze and
gesture are discussed within the context of a wide variety
of nonverbal signaling mechanisms [15]. These findings have
motivated a variety of technical approaches to deictic gesture
generation [42], [43], [73], [90], as well as a number of
approaches for integrating gesture generation with natural
language generation [27] (see also [31], [32], [68], [85]).
Of particular interest to us is the work of Sauppé and
Mutlu [75]. Building off the work of Clark, who showed
that humans use many deictic gestures beyond pointing [21],
Sauppé and Mutlu explored a selection of robotic deictic
gestures: pointing, presenting, exhibiting, touching, grouping,
and sweeping. Sauppé and Mutlu were especially interested
in how these categories differed in both effectiveness and
2 While there has also been significant work on robot understanding of
human deictic gesture [56], we focus on robots’ generation of such gestures.

perceived naturality, and how different contextual factors, such
as the density of candidate referents, the number of fully
ambiguous distractors for the referent, and the distance of
the referent from the referrer. As we will describe, the set of
questions we are interested in investigating both in this work
and in future work has a number of parallels with those of
interest to Sauppé and Mutlu, and accordingly, as we will also
describe, the experiment presented in this paper was designed
with careful attention to the design used by Sauppé and Mutlu.
C. Augmented Reality for HRI
Although research on augmented and mixed reality have
been steadily progressing over the past several decades [5],
[6], [11], [86], [98], there has been relatively little work using
augmented reality (AR) technologies to facilitate human-robot
interactions (despite a number of papers over the past twentyfive years highlighting the advantages of doing so [35], [58]).
Recently, however, research at the intersection of these fields
has begun to dramatically increase [93], [94]. Recent work in
this area includes approaches using AR for robot design [66],
calibration [77], and training [80], and for communicating
robots’ perspectives [39], intentions [4], [16]–[18], [30] and
trajectories [29], [70], [88], [99].
Most relevant to this paper are recent works on aligning
human and robot perspective to enable more effective robot
communication. Amor et al., for example, demonstrate the use
of a projector to project instructions and highlight task-relevant
objects within a constrained and highly structured task environment shared by robot and human teammates. In that work,
however, no natural language generation is used, and projected
visualizations are cast as part of the task environment, rather
than as part of the robot’s communication [3] (see also [4],
[30]). Even more closely related, Sibirtseva et al. present an
approach in which, as a human teammate describes a target
referent to a robot, the robot’s maintained distribution over
possible intended referents is visualized by circling remaining
reference candidates in the user’s AR HMD [78] (see also
similar work in VR from Perlmutter et al. [65]). This is
closer to our area of interest, as the visualizations used in
this work are explicitly used to pick out referential candidates,
and are explicitly cast as being from the robot’s perspective.
However, we note that this is passive communication, as the
robot is generating a backchannel response to the human’s
communication, whereas we are interested in robots’ use of
AR as a channel for active communication regarding its own
intended referents. Moreover, Sibirtseva et al. were principally
concerned with the tradeoffs between tablet, projector, and
HMD-based AR visualizations, rather than on the impact
of contextual factors. Also of interest is recent work from
Reardon et al., in which a robot draws the trajectory a human
teammate should take onto their field of view, and highlights
the intended targets of that trajectory [69]. This work takes
a more active communication approach than the work of
Sibirtseva et al., but like Sibirtseva et al., Reardon et al. operate
outside the context of language-based robot communication.

Finally, this work builds directly off of our own previous
work [91], [95] (see also [40]), in which we presented a
conceptual framework for categorizing the space of deictic
gestures available in Mixed-Reality human-robot interactions,
including both traditional physical gestures and purely virtual
deictic annotations (categorized into allocentric gestures (e.g.,
circling a target referent in a user’s AR HMD), perspective-free
gestures (e.g., projecting a circle around a target referent on
the floor of the shared environment), ego-sensitive allocentric
gestures (e.g., pointing to a target referent using a simulated arm rendered in a user’s AR HMD), and ego-sensitive
perspective-free gestures (e.g., projecting a line from the robot
to its target on the floor of the shared environment)), as well
as combinations of different forms of mixed reality deictic
gesture. We then present an initial analysis hypothesizing how
these combinations of potential gestures would differ along
eleven dimensions, including privacy, cost, and legibility. This
framework is especially valuable for our research as, in conjunction with the work of Sauppé and Mutlu [75], it suggests
concrete hypotheses regarding the effectiveness and perception
of mixed reality deictic gestures in different contexts, allowing
us to empirically investigate whether mixed reality deictic
gestures have the same communicative benefits as physical
gestures, and how those benefits differ according to context. In
the next section, we will present a set of such hypotheses, and a
human subject experiment designed to investigate them. While
in this paper we will only examine allocentric gestures, we
have designed our experiment so as to allow all of the gestural
categories in our conceptual framework to be examined in
future experiments using the same paradigm.
III. E XPERIMENT
To better understand the impact of mixed reality deictic
gesture as a new modality for robot communication, and its interaction with natural language, we designed a human subject
experiment in which participants viewed a robot referring to
objects within a visual scene using natural language, mixed
reality deictic gesture, or both modalities in combination.
This experiment was designed so as to follow the general
paradigm used in the seminal evaluation of physical robot
gesture presented by Sauppé and Mutlu [75]. All aspects of
our experimental design received IRB approval.
A. Experimental Design
Following Sauppé and Mutlu, we used a within-subject
design, in which participants watched a robot refer to a series
of twelve objects using different communication strategies.
1) Interaction Design: Our first independent variable was
communication style. For one-third of the objects, the robot
used complex reference alone, generating an expression of
the form “Look at that {color} {shape}” (e.g. “Look at
that red cube”). While in future experiments we plan to use
fully articulated and minimally articulated baselines similar
to those used by Sauppé and Mutlu, in this experiment all
complex references followed a common pattern so as to better
investigate reaction time. For another third of the objects, the

Fig. 1: Task Environment, with simulated AR visualization

robot used a mixed reality deictic gesture, drawing a circle
around the target and stating “Look at that”; a pattern similar
to the gestural conditions used by Sauppé and Mutlu. For the
final third of the objects, the robot used both complex reference
and mixed reality deictic gesture, circling the target and then
generating a complex reference as described above; a pattern
similar to a combination of the gestural and fully articulated
conditions used by Sauppé and Mutlu.
2) Environment Design: The experimental environment
contained a Kobuki robot positioned behind an array of eighteen blocks, of four shapes (cubes, triangles, cylinders, towers)
and four colors (red, yellow, green, blue), evenly spaced in four
rows. Specifically, there were six unique blocks and six pairs
of non-unique blocks (a difference of inherent ambiguity),
evenly split between the front and rear rows (a difference of
distance), and distributed as uniformly as possible according
to color and shape. This sought to simultaneously capture
multiple environmental dimensions previously determined by
Sauppé and Mutlu to affect the accuracy and perceived effectiveness of reference: ambiguity and distance from referrer
while controlling for the other dimensions previously investigated by Sauppé and Mutlu (object clustering, visibility, and
noise). Our second and third independent variables were thus
referent ambiguity and referent distance3 , yielding a total of
twelve (3x2x2) experimental conditions.
B. Procedure
Participants were recruited online using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform, and directed towards a psiTurk experimental
environment [37]4 . After providing informed consent and providing demographic information5 , participants were instructed
that they would watch a series of videos in which a robot
described and/or visually gestured towards a target object by
drawing a circle around it. They were told that they should
3 We did not expect to see any effects of distance, but decided to include
distance as an independent variable so that we can use an identical experimental design in future experiments in which we will use other types of gestures,
e.g., pointing gestures generated with real or simulated arms, for which we
would expect to see a potential difference.
4 Mechanical Turk is more successful than traditional university studies at
broad demographic sampling [23], though it still has population biases [82].
5 In online experiments, it is valuable to collect demographic data pre-task
to prevent participants who do not meet age requirements from participating.

click on the object that was being described as soon as they
had identified it. Participants were then assigned to one of
twelve conditions each corresponding to a different video order
determined through a counterbalanced Latin Square array.
Participants then watched twelve videos, each corresponding
with a different experimental condition. When mixed reality
deictic gesture was used in a video, gesture onset began
660ms before speech onset, based on the gestural timing model
presented by Huang and Mutlu [45] and leveraged by Sauppé
and Mutlu [75]. Clicking on any object within a video sent
the participant to a survey page in which they were asked
to assess the effectiveness of the robot’s speech and gesture
and the likability of the robot, using the measures described
below. Upon answering these survey questions, participants
were allowed to proceed to the next video in the series. All
videos were six seconds in length, including padding before
and after the robot’s communicative act.
C. Hypotheses
We examined four core hypotheses:
H1
We hypothesized that participants would have worse
accuracy in identifying the robot’s target referent
only when ambiguous complex noun phrases were
used without an associated mixed reality deictic
gesture (i.e., in the complex reference condition for
targets with inherent ambiguity)6 .
H2
We hypothesized (H2.1) that the speed at which
participants would be able to identify the robot’s
target referent would be better when mixed reality
deictic gesture was used, as it would allow target
referents to be disambiguated even before speech
began, and (H2.2) that this reaction time would
increase when a reference was ambiguous.
H3
We hypothesized (H3.1) that participants would perceive the robot to be more effective when mixed
reality deictic gesture was used, especially (H3.2)
when used in combination with complex reference,
and (H3.3) when the target referent was ambiguous.
H4
We hypothesized that the extent to which participants
liked the robot would correlate with its effectiveness, and accordingly, that (H4.1) perceived likability
would be higher when mixed reality deictic gesture
was used, (H4.2) especially in conjunction with
complex reference, and (H4.3) for ambiguous targets.
D. Measures
To assess these hypotheses, objective and subjective measures were used. All measures were collected once per video.
1) Accuracy: An objective measure of accuracy was gathered by recording which item in the scene participants clicked
on, and determining whether or not this was in fact the object
intended by the robot.
6 Performance will obviously be poor in this intersection of conditions, as
language used will not be fully discriminating. Our emphasis here is that with
the exception of such cases case, performance should be uniformly good.

2) Reaction Time: An objective measure of reaction time
was gathered by recording time stamps at the moment each
video phase began (i.e., when the page loaded) and ended (i.e.,
when an object was clicked on).
3) Effectiveness: A subjective measure of robot effectiveness was gathered using a modified version of the Gesture
Perception scale presented by Sauppé and Mutlu [75]. Our
modified version asked participants to evaluate each of the
following statements by clicking a point anywhere along a
seven-point Likert-type scale:
1) The robot used its speech and/or mixed reality deictic gesture
effectively.
2) The robot’s speech and/or mixed reality deictic gesture helped
me to identify the object.
3) The robot’s speech and/or mixed reality deictic gesture was
appropriate for the context.
4) The robot’s speech and/or mixed reality deictic gesture was
easy to understand.

Each participants’ scores for a single video were then transformed to a range of 0-100 and averaged. A reliability analysis
indicated that the internal reliability of this scale was very high
for our experiment, with Cronbach’s α = 0.955.
4) Likability: A subjective measure of robot likability was
gathered using the Godspeed II Likability scale [7]. Our
modified version asked participants to rate their perception of
the robot along each dimension by clicking a point anywhere
along a five-point Likert-type scale. Each participants’ scores
for a single video were transformed to a range of 0-100 and
averaged. A reliability analysis indicated very high internal
reliability (Cronbach’s α = 0.963).
E. Participants
50 participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical
Turk (19 F, 31 M). Participants ranged in age from 19 to 69
(M=39.07,SD=11.35). None had participated in any previous
studies from our laboratory under the account used.
F. Analysis
Data analysis was performed within a Bayesian analysis
framework using the JASP 0.8.5.1 [83] software package,
using the default settings as justified by Wagenmakers et
al. [87]. All data files are available at tinyurl.com/hri19data.
For each measure, a repeated measures analysis of variance
(RM-ANOVA) [22], [60], [71] was performed, using communication style, ambiguity, and distance as random factors7 .
Baws factors [55] were then computed for each candidate
main effect and interaction, indicating (in the form of a Bayes
Factor) for that effect the evidence weight of all candidate
models including that effect compared to the evidence weight
of all candidate models not including that effect, i.e.
P
m∈M |e∈m P (m|data)
P
,
m∈M |e6∈m P (m|data)
7 Note here that again, we did not expect to see effects of distance based
on any of our hypotheses; but wewould expect to see effects of distance in
future experiments in which we plan to compare real and simulated robotic
arms. We wanted this experiment to be directly comparable to those future
experiments, so we selected a set of analyses that could be performed in both
the current and future experiments.

where e is an effect under consideration, and m is a candidate
model in the space of candidate models M .
When sufficient evidence was found in favor of a main effect
of communication style (a three-level factor), the results were
further analyzed using a post-hoc Bayesian
√ t-test [49], [89]
with a default Cauchy prior (center=0, r= 22 =0.707).
While the Bayesian statistical approach has become commonplace in the Cognitive Science and Psychology communities, it is still rare in the Human-Robot Interaction community,
and as such we will briefly describe the benefits of this
approach. First, the use of a Bayesian approach to statistical
analysis provides some robustness to sample size (as it is not
grounded in the central limit theorem). Second, the Bayesian
approach allows for investigators to examine the evidence for
and against hypotheses (whereas the frequentest approach can
only quantify evidence towards rejection of the null hypothesis). Third, the Bayesian approach does not require reliance on
p-values used in Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST)
which have recently come under considerable scrutiny [10],
[79], [81]. Finally, we intend for the present study to be the
first in a line of studies investigating the effectiveness of mixed
reality deictic gesture, and the Bayesian framework facilitates
the use of previous study results to construct informative priors
so that our experiments may build upon our previous findings
rather than starting anew.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Accuracy
We hypothesized (H1) that accuracy would only drop when
ambiguous complex noun phrases were used without an associated mixed reality deictic gesture (i.e., in the complex
reference condition). Our results provided extreme evidence
in favor of an effect of communication style (Bf 5.626e28)8
and ambiguity (Bf 2.380e7), and for interactions between
communication style and both ambiguity (Bf 1.521e13) and
distance (Bf 44577.358). In addition, strong evidence was
found in favor of a three-way interaction (22.183).
1) Main effect: Communication style: Post-hoc analysis provided extreme evidence for differences in accuracy, specifically between the complex reference condition
(M=0.605,SD=0.49) and both the mixed reality deictic gesture condition (M=0.92,SD=0.272) (Bf 1.129e15) and the
complex reference + mixed reality deictic gesture condition
(M=0.925,SD=0.264) (Bf 4.728e13). This suggests that the use
of complex reference by itself was significantly less effective
than mixed reality deictic gesture.
2) Main effect: Ambiguity: Our results also suggest that
participants’ accuracy was worse when the robot was referring
to an ambiguous referent (M=0.743,SD=0.438) than when it
was referring to an unambiguous referent (M=0.89,SD=0.313).
8 Bayes Factors above 100 indicate extreme evidence in favor of a hypothesis [9]. Here, for example, our Baws Factor Bf of 5.626e28 suggests that our
data were 5.626e28 times more likely to be generated under models in which
communication style is included than under those in which it is not.

3) Interaction: Communication style and ambiguity: These
results are clarified by the interaction found between communication style and ambiguity: performance was only much
worse when using ambiguous complex references without an
associated gesture. This confirms hypothesis H1.
4) Interaction: Communication style and distance: Our
results demonstrate that when a target referent was close to the
robot, using a complex reference alone significantly harmed
performance more than when the referent was far away.
5) Interaction: Communication style, ambiguity, and distance: This effect is further clarified through the three-way
interaction, which shows that performance drops only occurred
when the reference was ambiguous, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Effect of communication style (Augmented Gesture
(AG), vs Complex Reference (CR) vs both (CR+AG)), referent
ambiguity and referent distance on participant accuracy.
B. Reaction Time
We hypothesized (H2.1) that reaction time would drop when
mixed reality deictic gesture was used, as it would allow target
referents to be disambiguated even before speech began, and
(H2.2) that reaction time would increase when a reference was
ambiguous. No results were found in favor of our hypotheses:
in fact, our analysis provided strong evidence against a main
effect of ambiguity and against any interaction effects. Median
reaction time was 7.7 seconds.
C. Effectiveness
We hypothesized (H3.1) that perceived effectiveness would
be higher when mixed reality deictic gesture was used,
especially (H3.2) when used in combination with complex
reference, and (H3.3) when the target referent was ambiguous.
Our results provided extreme evidence in favor of main effects
of communication style (Bf 1.601e36) and ambiguity (Bf
216.516), and for an interaction between communication style
and ambiguity (Bf 1.04e6).
1) Main effect: Communication style: Post-hoc analysis
provided extreme evidence in favor of a difference in perceived
effectiveness between all three communication styles (mixed
reality deictic gesture (M=74.17,SD=23.59) vs. complex reference (M=59.67,SD=27.30) (Bf 2.038e7); mixed reality deictic
gesture vs. complex reference + mixed reality deictic gesture (M=87.50,SD=17.08) (Bf 1.462e10); complex reference
vs complex reference + mixed reality deictic gesture (Bf

Fig. 3: Effect of communication style (Augmented Gesture (AG), vs
Complex Reference (CR) vs both (CR+AG)) and referent ambiguity
on perceived effectiveness.

1.581e23)). Specifically, our results show a strong perceived
ordering in effectiveness: complex reference < mixed reality
deictic gesture < complex reference + mixed reality deictic
gesture. This confirms hypotheses H3.1 and H3.2.
2) Main effect: Ambiguity: In addition, our results
showed that robots were perceived as much less effective
when describing an ambiguous referent (M=70.63,SD=26.98)
than it was when describing an unambiguous referent
(M=76.93,SD=23.92).
3) Interaction: Communication style and ambiguity: These
results are clarified by examining the observed interaction
between communication style and ambiguity, which suggests
that while the robot was perceived as less effective when
using complex reference alone even when the referent was
unambiguous, the robot was perceived as much less effective
when using complex reference alone to describe ambiguous
targets, as seen in Fig. 3. This confirms hypothesis H3.3.
D. Likability
We hypothesized that robots’ perceived likability would
correlate with their effectiveness, and accordingly, that (H4.1)
perceived likability would be higher when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, (H4.2) especially in conjunction with
complex reference, and (H4.3) when the target referent was
ambiguous. Our results provided extreme evidence in favor of
a main effect of communication (Bf 5.986e9), and moderate
evidence in favor of an effect of ambiguity (Bf 3.088) or an
interaction between communication and ambiguity (Bf 7.985).
1) Main effect: Communication style: Post-hoc analysis
provided extreme evidence in favor of a difference in likability
between the use of complex reference and mixed reality deictic
gesture (M=69.68, SD=19.27) and the use of either complex
reference (M=61.35, SD=22.40) (Bf 81289.052) or mixed
reality deictic gesture (M=60.11, SD=19.64) (Bf 9.940e7).
This suggests that participants much more strongly liked the
robot when it used both communication styles in combination,
confirming hypothesis H4.1.
2) Main effect: Ambiguity: Our results suggested that participants liked the robot less when it referred to ambiguous
referents. This is clarified by our final interaction effect.

Fig. 4: Effect of communication style (Augmented Gesture (AG), vs
Complex Reference (CR) vs both (CR+AG)) and referent ambiguity
on likability

3) Interaction: Communication style and ambiguity: This
interaction effect suggested that when the robot’s target referent was unambiguous, participants exhibited a likability
preference ordering of: mixed reality deictic gesture < complex
reference < mixed reality deictic gesture + complex reference;
but when the robot’s target referent ambiguous, participants
particularly disliked the use of complex reference alone (which
is unsurprising given that in such cases complex reference
alone did not allow the target to be properly disambiguated).
These findings, as seen in Fig. 4, confirming hypotheses H4.3
and partially supporting H4.2.
V. D ISCUSSION
Our results suggest that mixed reality deictic gestures may
be an accurate, likable, and effective communication strategy
for human-robot interaction, much the same as traditional
physical deictic gestures. In this section, we will discuss
these results in detail, and leverage them to produce design
guidelines for enabling mixed reality deictic gestures.
A. Objective Effectiveness of Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture
Our first and second hypotheses considered the objective
effectiveness of mixed reality deictic gestures. Specifically,
we hypothesized (H2.1) that mixed reality deictic gestures
would facilitate faster human reference resolution, especially
in the case of ambiguous referents (H2.2) – for which referents
we also hypothesized that mixed reality deictic gesture would
enable increased accuracy (H1). Our results did indeed suggest
that participants had better accuracy in selecting ambiguous
referents when mixed reality deictic gestures were used, and
especially when referents were ambiguous (supporting H1).
This is not particularly surprising, as when complex reference
alone was used to refer to otherwise ambiguous referents, the
specific descriptions we used were not themselves sufficient
to disambiguate those referents. Specifically, to appropriately
control language complexity, all instances of complex reference took the form ‘Look at that {color} {shape}. When a
referent was ambiguous (i.e., there were more than one object
of that color and shape), clearly this expression itself was
still ambiguous. In future experiments, it will be valuable

to use a complex reference condition that more fully aligns
with the "fully articulated" baseline used by Sauppé and
Mutlu [75], which sacrifices control over linguistic complexity
for assurance of complete disambiguation9 .
But while our first hypothesis was supported, no effects on
reaction time were observed, thus failing to support H2. As
median reaction time was 7.7 seconds for videos that were
around 5-6 seconds in length, this suggests that participants
nearly uniformly waited until videos completed before selecting their targets, and were not hindered by ambiguity. We
note, however, that our timestamps may have simply been too
noisy a signal, or more likely, that despite our instructions
to click on target referents as soon as they were identified,
participants may simply not have been aware of the ability or
benefit of doing so. In future experiments, it may be valuable
to re-examine reaction time, potentially providing participants
with "points" based on speed of response, and letting them
know after each video whether or not they selected the correct
referent. Alternatively, in future work it could be interesting to
gain an even more fine-grained measure of how mixed reality
deictic reference affects reaction time in complex, multientity reference, using eye-tracking techniques such as those
employed in Visual World-paradigmatic experiments [46].
In addition, we found a surprising interaction between communication style and distance. We believe that this finding may
best be explained by imagining an attentional cone extending
in front of the robot. Several theories of qualitative spatial
reference (e.g., Ternary Point Configuration Calculus [59])
consider one entity to be "in front" of another if it falls within
just such a cone. Our results suggest that when participants
had to choose between options that had not been fully disambiguated, they were biased towards options that could be
considered to be "in front" of the robot because they fell
within that cone. Because of the conic nature of this region,
all objects far from the robot may have been considered "in
front" of the robot, yielding no bias for any particular distant
object, whereas only some of the objects close to the robot
would have been considered "in front" of it, yielding a bias
towards those objects. This led to poor accuracy in cases of
ambiguity where the "true" target referent did not fall within
that attentional cone. We would also note that our experimental
design uniquely enabled us to identify this interaction; no such
interaction was observed by Sauppé and Mutlu because their
experimental design did not allow distance and ambiguity to
be simultaneously investigated.
B. Subjective Perceptions of Mixed Reality Deictic Gesture
Our third and fourth hypotheses considered the subjective
perception of mixed reality deictic gestures. Specifically, we
hypothesized (H3.1) that participants would perceive the robot
to be more effective when mixed reality deictic gesture was
9 This draws an interesting contrast with Sauppé and Mutlu’s experiment, in
which the fully articulated baseline was fully disambiguating, but the majority
of the deictic gestures examined were not; the opposite pattern as observed
in our own experimental design.

used, especially when used in conjunction with complex reference (H3.2), and when used to refer to an otherwise ambiguous
referent (H3.3). In addition, we hypothesized (H4.1) that
participants would perceive the robot to be more effective
when mixed reality deictic gesture was used, especially when
used in conjunction with complex reference (H4.2), and when
used to refer to an otherwise ambiguous referent (H4.3)
Our results supported all of these hypotheses, with the
possible exception of H4.2, in that when the target referent
would not have been otherwise ambiguous, participants actually reported liking the robot more when complex reference
alone was used than when the mixed reality deictic gesture
alone (that is, accompanied only by a minimally articulated
verbal reference) was used. This serves to emphasize that, like
physical gesture, mixed reality deictic gesture should be used
to supplement rather than replace natural language (excepting
extreme circumstances). However, clearly these differences
may be exaggerated by the same features of our complex
references that potentially exaggerated the accuracy effects.
C. Analysis with respect to Gestural Frameworks
In this paper, we conducted the first exploration of the real
and perceived effectiveness of mixed reality deictic gesture.
However, as evident within our framework of mixed reality
deictic gestures [95], the gestural form examined is but one
among many possible forms possible within mixed reality
environments. Moreover, while we presented the allocentric
gestural form examined in this paper as an alternative to
egocentric gesture, of which pointing was presented as the
archtypical gesture, it is not clear whether "circling" truly
counts as the allocentric equivalent of pointing, especially
given the wide variety of physical deictic forms examined
by Sauppé and Mutlu [75], who found similar effects of
ambiguity and communication style on accuracy in the cases
of exhibiting and presenting. Of these, we believe presenting is
a closer analogue for allocentric gesture, as, unlike exhibiting,
presenting can be used not only to refer to nearby entities, but
also to refer to entities out of "arm range", as would allocentric
gesture. Finally, Sauppé and Mutlu found significant effects of
exhibiting on perceived effectiveness, as we did with allocentric gesture, further strengthening this proposed analogy.
It is also interesting to consider our findings through the
lens of our gestural framework [95]. We previously predicted
allocentric and perspective-free gestures as being of high
static legibility [42] and high dynamic legibility [26], when
compared to the other gestural categories. Our findings with
respect to accuracy support the first prediction, but our findings
with respect to reaction time are not sufficient to support
the second. In future work, it will be necessary to explore
the other categories of mixed reality deictic gesture beyond
allocentric gesture, including physical (egocentric) gestures;
while in this study we qualitatively demonstrated similar
benefits of allocentric gesture to the benefits of egocentric
gesture observed by Sauppé and Mutlu, a direct, empirical,
quantitative comparison will be necessary in future work.

D. Design Guidelines
Finally, our results suggest several guidelines for robot
designers seeking to enable allocentric mixed reality deictic
gesture as a robotic communication strategy.
1) Allocentric mixed reality deictic gestures may be of
increased benefit in contexts where disambiguation
through language alone is difficult or impossible, such
as when describing a specific tree along a treeline.
2) Allocentric mixed reality deictic gestures may be of
increased benefit in contexts where the intended target
falls outside of what humans may perceive as the robot’s
real or ostensible attentional cone.
3) Allocentric mixed reality deictic gestures alone are
perceived as more effective than language alone, but
result in the robot being perceived less well overall.
Accordingly, it is beneficial to pair such gestures with
complex reference, rather than as a replacement for
complex language entirely. Even if this strategy does
not glean efficiency benefits traditionally associated with
gesture (a point for future investigation, see also below),
it may yet glean the other benefits associated with
gesture, as discussed in this paper.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work we explored the actual and perceived effectiveness of allocentric mixed reality deictic gestures in
multi-modal robot communication. Building off the findings
presented in this paper, we see several promising directions
for future work. We are currently preparing to run a follow-up
experiment in which complex references are fully articulated.
This will allow us to investigate the effects of allocentric
gesture when language alone would be enough for accurate
performance. In this experiment, we also hope to collect a
more accurate measure of reaction time. If this experiment
yields positive results with respect to reaction time, it will then
produce a tradeoff that must be examined, i.e., between the
efficiency of minimally articulated language and the likability
of fully articulated language. If reaction time effects are indeed
found in our followup experiment, then we plan to investigate
this tradeoff both experimentally and algorithmically. In addition, as described above, it will be important to investigate a
wider variety of mixed reality deictic gestures, with respect to
both Sauppé and Mutlu [75] and our own [95] frameworks,
and to investigate that wider array of gestures with respect to
the specific framework dimensions we previously highlighted.
We also hope to investigate the effect of different classes of
mixed reality deictic gesture when used by robots of differing
morphologies, e.g., robots that lack arms vs. robots that have
arms they could use instead of (or in conjunction with)
allocentric gestures. Finally, we are currently in the process
of implementing different mixed reality deictic gestures on the
Microsoft Hololens. Once these gestures are integrated with
our previous work on natural language generation [92], it will
be critical to attempt to replicate the results of this experiment
using that integrated system, for increased external validity.
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